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New cars under recall must be repaired before a dealer can sell them but used cars are under no
such mandate. When it comes to informing the car-buying public about potential safety hazards
on used vehicles, there are two emerging schools of thought among used-car dealers.
Following up on a sextet of spy photos from June, we now have another batch of images of the
facelifted Euro-spec Honda Civic undergoing testing in the United Kingdom. There's a bit more
sheetmetal to this particular prototype, though, as our spy photographers have caught the
upcoming Tourer model pronounced "wagon" among us Yanks. Like the hatchback we showed
you last month, the new Tourer benefits from the same set of styling tweaks inspired by the
Civic Type R Concept from March's Geneva Motor Show. That means it boasts a revised front
fascia, albeit with a more heavily camouflaged version of the grille shown in last month's
photos. It's a similar story below, where the intakes on this long-roof model wear more disguise,
yet look to be virtually identical to what we've already seen. While the headlights still look to be
a straight lift from last month's car, the more upright nature of the Tourer's tailgate demands a
more subdued character. Gone are the thin, curvy LED taillights, and in their place sit
significantly more substantial units with conventional bulbs , although they boast none of the
design chutzpah shown on our last round of spy photos. Our spies claim LED taillights will be
available, noting that they simply aren't fitted to this particular prototype, a distinction that
suggests this is a lower-end model. Every year in the fast-paced automotive industry brings
new models, but it also spells the end for some that have been less successful. This year will be
no exception. Meanwhile Infiniti is finally discontinuing the G37 that was already replaced by the
newer Q From our own domestic automakers, Cadillac discontinues the CTS-V sedan and
wagon as the new CTS rolls in, Chevy is canceling the mild-hybrid Eco versions of the Malibu
and Impala sedans, and Chrysler is killing off the convertible as the new sedan arrives. Street
racing is obviously illegal and incredibly dangerous, but that has never stopped people from
doing it. While we don't hear nearly as much about the scourge of Japanese tuner cars as when
The Fast and the Furious first hit theaters over a decade ago, illegal street racing is still
bubbling under the surface all over the island nation. An excellent new documentary short from
Bowls Films takes a look at the Kanjozoku from Osaka, Japan; a group that claims to be
partially responsible for the tuning style known as JDM. The group gets their name from their
preferred route known as the Kanjo. It's a 4. You might expect a hardcore group of illegal
Japanese racers to show up with highly tuned Nissan GT-R and Toyota Supra coupes, but the
Kanjozoku evidently eschew all of the others in favor of one particular car that they love: the
Honda Civic. According to the video, that vehicle of choice came in part from the city's location.
Osaka was relatively near the one-make Civic races held at Japan's legendary Suzuka racetrack.
The hatchbacks thus became the default weapons for the Kanjozoku's street battles. Jay Leno's
Garage is back to its tried-and-true formula this week with Jay taking a close look at a seriously
cool vehicle with a guest. The bike is really an amalgam of styles from different eras and various
Honda parts. A digital instrument panel and LED turn signals lend an air of modernity to it, too.
Mechanically, the bike rides on a modified '75 frame with the front and rear suspension from an
'80s Honda. Once on the road, the bike really sings. It sounds just the way a classic Japanese
motorcycle should with a mix of whine at high-revs with rumble down low. A cycle that mixes
this many styles should probably be a mess, but this fuses it all together perfectly. Scroll down
to take a look at this motorcycle mixing classic and modern in Jay Leno's Garage. It's not
particularly unusual to see cheap cars in China, or those with designs stolen from foreign
competitors, but increasingly the best-selling vehicles there would be very recognizable to just
about any auto enthusiast. There appears to be one fact of life whether looking at car buyers in
Sacramento, Stuttgart or Shanghai: People who can afford to buy premium cars often look first
at the Germans. Honda recently thought that it could challenge this perceived wisdom by
including a premium Accord in the ninth-generation sedan's Chinese launch last year. The
market-exclusive version was priced against the Audi A4. The venture failed, miserably.
Honda's overall sales are actually up by about 11 percent there on the strength of smaller, less
profitable models. However, the company is still off its forecast percent rise. Plenty of
automakers have backgrounds in aircraft manufacturing. But Honda is going the opposite
direction, expanding its automotive not to mention motorcycle, ATV, marine engine and power
equipment business with the launch of the HondaJet. And that project has just taken a big step
forward. After starting production a year and a half ago, the Japanese industrial giant recently
completed its first customer HondaJet, and has now taken that initial production aircraft to the
skies for its landmark first flight. The aircraft left the production facility in Greensboro and took
off on Friday morning from Piedmont Triad International Airport in North Carolina - the same
state where the Wright Brothers undertook their first flight over a century ago. The HondaJet
undertook an minute test flight, climbing to 15, feet and reaching a speed of knots. That works
out to miles per hour - assuredly faster than any Honda save for maybe a prototype for the same

aircraft has traveled before. The aircraft is designed to cruise at a maximum of knots mph and
reach a maximum altitude of 43, feet. Connected cars are coming en-masse. We know this
much. How, though, remains something of an open question, especially as two of the world's
largest tech companies are preparing to battle for control of your car's dashboard. On the one
hand, we have Apple and its CarPlay system. And now, we know what Google has been working
on with Auto Link. Its new name is Android Auto, and yes, it's based off the Android
architecture that is the primary challenger to Apple's iOS mobile operating system. In Android
Auto's case, that means a wealth of voice controls to limit distracted driving. Google's marquee
apps will be available when the interface arrives in production models later this year, including
Google Play Music, Google Maps and voice-activated texting and text playback. Meanwhile,
developers will be able to begin designing custom apps for the new system via an upcoming
software development kit. Honda is still about a year away from bringing back the Civic Type R
to challenge Europe's hot hatch ranks, but the wait isn't stopping the brand from starting its
promotion in the UK with a truly strange ad campaign. Titled R-Rated, the marketing plays with
the idea of Honda's Type R badge not being something for every driver, and its second short
film Disruption definitely isn't for everyone. The teaser video is meant to personify the spirit of
the hot Civic by combining aggressively weird imagery with a glimpse of the new model. It
cycles through things like a pack of wolves, androgynous models, a lady with a samurai sword
and a flaming speed camera before getting to what we all want to see - the car. It's a weird, by
turns creepy, video that feels like it's trying to be outlandish without always showing there's
much thought behind the madness. Perhaps the most frightening thing about the Civic Type R
is that there are still major doubts about whether its 2. We understand the business case may
be tough, especially when the CTR's hatchback bodystyle isn't sold in America at all, but we
think Honda's North American showrooms could use a bit more performance edge, and an
affordable halo car like the Type R could do just that. The recall of faulty airbag inflators
supplied by Takata has exploded today to grow to seven automakers. In most cases, only
models in certain high-humidity regions were affected because the National Highway Traffic
Safety Administration found in its investigation that moisture played a roll in determining
whether there would be a problem. However, some companies opted for national campaigns.
The exact number of affected models for these campaigns isn't yet known at this time. BMW is
recalling an undisclosed number of i, Xi, i and Xi models from the through model years and the
model year versions of the Ci and Ci for the driver side and passenger side inflators. Honda
CRX, page 6. All Rights Reserved. Designated trademarks and brands are the property of their
respective owners. Putting down the first few sentences of a feature like this Honda CRX Si is a
little tougher than usual. It's not the familiar story of picking up an old, used Honda, adding
wheels and a drop before giving in and going all out on a full-blown build. Furthermore, to be
clear, it's also not the prissy collectable, loaded with rare JDM gems and only pulled out of its
protective bubble wrap a few times a year to gawk over. This car and its iconic aftermarket parts
selection carry quite a bit of history. History rivaled only by its owner, Junior Asprer, who has
inadvertently played a key role in the very import automotive obsession that's taken over a
portion of your life. It's a strange thing to write, being that you've likely never met him and for
many, never even heard of him or seen pics of his iconic hatchback, but that doesn't change the
fact that he was instrumental in the growth of this ever-evolving community during its infancy.
Cutting his teeth in custom import car and truck culture in Southern California in the 80s,
Junior's humble beginnings began close to home, about four decades ago. He recalls, "In '81,
my cousin bought an '81 Celica. I didn't think much of the car at the time up until he lowered it,
put some Centerline wheels and muffler on. My block was used to cut through a major street, so
my brother and I used to always hear him and his friends with their Zs, s and rotaries passing
through with their raspy exhaust tones and we would just stand there until they all passed by. It
was a thrill for us. From that point forward, cars became a constant discussionâ€¦we couldn't
wait till we got our own cars. In , that first car would arrive in the form of an '85 Civic hatchback.
Purchased by his brother, the two would regularly make the rounds to local shops to snatch any
aftermarket catalogs they might have on hand to flip through and learn as much as they could.
Though it seems like this is the direction Junior was headed, unlike his brother, he made a
sharp turn toward the wildly popular mini truck movement of that time. I drove it straight from
the dealer to a local shop to get a set of deep-dish, 15x8 Enkeis. A little over 2 years of owning
it, I got car-jacked a few blocks from my house. It was downhill after that. A couple of months
later, it was vandalized. Instead, in , he purchased an '88 Civic DX hatchback. That innocent little
Civic would go on to be something incredibly special for those of us that were around Battle of
the Imports during its golden era and were lucky enough to see it in action. The consistent
progression, a product of the rawest form of trial and error put forth by Junior and a host of
other pioneers who constantly tinkered with any and everything they could in search of more

power, traction and lightweight alternatives, unabashedly flew in the face of domestic
enthusiasts who would bet their house that a measly FWD Honda would never break the sec.
Junior did that before his peers. Then they changed that notion and said that jumping into the
12s was impossible. He smashed that too. Eventually, guys like Junior, and there weren't but a
handful, managed to jump into sec. I was there to see it in person and can assure you that the
grandstands that day were far more excited than Junior himself. Once everyone realized what
they'd just seen, people lost their minds. When in kill mode, his Civic wore gutted, mismatched
body panels and like all of the fastest Hondas in the early 90s, used duct tape to cover hood to
fender and headlight gaps in an attempt to stay as slippery as possible during high stakes
passes. Panels and doors were found at local junkyards, still carrying the yard's handwritten
inventory numbers and completely gutted to save every possible ounce. Hatches were often
ditched entirely, replaced with makeshift plastic "windows" anchored by copious amounts of
even more duct tape. Off the track, Junior's DX was undeniably show quality, proudly sporting
an authentic Mugen aero kit and NRR wheels, its engine bay looked the part, sporting polished
bits. He was part of a select group of "show and go" types of that era who built cars that could
literally do it all, including driving to and from the track and, in some instances, back to work on
Monday. During the constant one-upmanship that took place at every Battle of the Imports
event, Junior and Redline - a car crew of close friends that he and his brother established
officially in with 6 cars and eventually grew the group to over 20â€”came up with plan to push
import racing to a completely different level. He adds, "As BOTI started getting more national
attention and companies started to buy into the import market, I started thinking ahead. Swaps
were happening more frequently and although trap speeds were getting higher, traction was the
issue. Although I knew that it would eventually get ironed out, I wanted to bypass all that and
take a leap forward. Imports were not still getting the respect they needed. I thought why not go
somewhere where nobody can touch us and set the precedent with the import scene and also
be the face of Hondas. Let Redline be the one to put Honda at the top of the import drag racing
scene and then maybe we get the respect we needed from the domestic market as well as
compete with any RWD Imports. Junior Asprer's plan was to tear his pristine Civic completely
apart to create a bonafied Civic dragster that included a tube frame chassis, turbo V6 and RWD.
That was the goalâ€”to be on the big stage. The jump to that stage wouldn't come cheap, as a
completely custom tube frame chassis and one-off engine swap, not to mention all of the
custom parts to build an engine platform that had essentially no support, needed plenty of
funding. I approached a few of Redline guys that. I've known from the start and I pitched the
idea of making my car a tube chassis RWD and taking the leap with me. We would basically just
put all our eggs in one basket and collaborate as a team. My car would be 'our car. Ultimately,
the RWD program wouldn't fully materialize, with far too much money still needed and Junior's
constant battle with sponsors who seemed to be tryig to take control of the car and the Redline
teamâ€”something Junior would not stand for. As a result, progress came to a halt. With
maxed-out credit cards and an import drag racing industry that had gone from an underground
wild child to entering its teenage angst era that seemed to sit on the fence between young
outlaw and potential corporate golden child, Junior walked away. One of the pioneers of an
industry that was about to explode, who'd established milestones behind the wheel and, along
with a select group of early standouts, handheld an entire community as its sometimes-sloppy
transition to legitimacy began to really unfold, felt he'd had enough. Import drag racing lost its
grassroots feel. Some folks benefited, but most did not. Some of those who didn't were the
ones who put import drag racing on the map. Deep inside, I knew that was going to happen and
I was not surprised. We were just not prepared for that, so I exited early and cut my losses. In
the era that followed his heavy involvement in the import drag racing world, Junior slowed
things down considerably and focused on himself, rather than chasing ETs and trying to move
things to the next level. He'd always been hands-on with his vehicles, and he was looking for
something new to get creative with. Some are tied to a specific make or model but in Junior's
case, he's got a knack for being able to adapt to whatever it is he's working on, and it's
remarkable. What followed was a long list of builds that included 2 and 4-wheel projects. It was
an entirely new world for me - new people, new culture, new community, etc. One thing that
never changed was the ability to continue to do what came naturally for me, which was to
customize and build. Being the first to hit multiple FWD Honda milestones doesn't lend itself to
building magazine-worthy Harley Davidsons. It just isn't a common occurrence being that
they're worlds apart. However, break them both down and you might see the correlation as both
the Honda community in the 90s and Harley Davidsons at just about any point in time, have a
long list of inaccuracies that surround both the vehicles and the people that love them. Both are
often misunderstood, mocked, and oftentimes, when done properly, can completely change a
naysayer's mind in an instant. It wasn't a competition of who had the best custom bike but

rather a comradery of bikers sharing the love of building, riding, experience and just having a
sense of 'freedom'. Not to say that you can't have the same experience with the car culture,
because you surely can, but it was different. Owning a Harley is not like owning any other
motorcycle. It's deeper than that and you definitely get that partnership with yourself and other
Harley owners. It's really hard to describe the feeling but it allowed me to find who I was, have a
conversation with myself and think on my own. It was like my therapy. Diversity is a big thing
for me. Although the car culture is also diverse, you're somewhat separated by the kind of car
you own. You have your Japanese, Euro, American muscle, classic, and exotic communities.
With the Harley community, everyone is connected by just the love and passion for the Harley
Davidson brand, the heritage and history behind it. CRX that Calvin was thinking about buying.
The owner at that time was early model CRX guru and owner of Heel Toe Auto, Marcus Di
Sabellaâ€”a name that Junior wasn't at all familiar with having been away from Hondas for so
long, but he knew everything about the "extras" included in the potential deal. He recalls,
"Fortran AssoA wheels. To this day, I have never seen an actual set, nor do I know of another
car that actually exists today with these wheels. I'm sure there is another, but I have no
knowledge of it. This is as rare as it gets. Calvin purchased the car and its rare goods, balanced
and blueprinted the engine and put everything back to stock under the hood so as not to upset
the emissions Gods. From there, Junior didn't see the car or hear another word about it. While
participating in random forum and social media discussions, I was often asked if I would ever
build another Honda. My answer was always 'No'. However, on a few occasions I let Kali know
that If I were to ever to get myself back into Hondas, it would have to be Calvin's car. Last year,
Junior missed a random call from Calvin, which was unusual being that the two communicated
almost entirely through text, so the change was cause for alarm. I called him back and we
started to chat and catch up and he offers me his CRX. He knew if there was one person to
finish what he started; it would be me. I was reluctant at first since cars were not part of my
agenda but here was my opportunity to own a car that I told myself would be the one to get me
back into the car scene, so I couldn't pass it up. I knew that if I did, I'd regret It. Besides, after
ruining my civic, this car would fill that empty void I'd felt all those years. While waiting for the
car to change hands, he started diving into Honda-related social media to gauge the
environment and enlist the help of some old friends as well as new ones in order to track down
additional parts. Once the car was signed over, Junior spent a week behind the wheel taking
notes to address any issues he found. He connected with Marcus from Heel Toe who proved to
be an excellent source for some necessary OEM parts and the momentum continued. CRX seats
that were in the car. The engine bay maintains an almost completely stock appearance and its
level of cleanliness, even after 3-decades of service and the many street miles that Junior puts
on the car, just doesn't make sense. It's spotless. Dig into the balanced and blueprinted block
and you'll find Hiding under the front panel is a Mugen header that leads to an almost
non-existent Mugen dual exhaust. None of those parts are installed in the name of competition,
but rather updating the native powerplant and keeping in line with the owner's interest in
reliability and longevity, but sure, a few extra horsepower never hurt anyone. Besides, Junior's
had enough competitive race action to last 3 lifetimes and his sights these days are set on
simply cruising and enjoying his therapeutic, personal time machine. As clean as the engine
bay is, it's the exterior that has everyone talking. A complete piece Mugen aero kit and rear wing
aren't all that easy to come by, as you might imagine, and more than just the name and rarity, is
the transformation the kit bestows upon the '80s 2-seater that keeps demand so high. The
widened, boxed fenders go a long way in adding some much-needed bulk to the CRX's lean
hips and shoulders and the lower, more pronounced front bumper replaces the factory overbite.
It'd be tough to find another Mugen rear deck spoiler and Junior just so happens to have a
back-up version still in its original packaging, with no interest in parting with it. The Fortran
Asso wheels that you might've never known existed are satisfyingly fitting for a throwback build
done this well in terms of both execution and attention to period-correct detail. The inside of
this CRX shouldn't be as clean and complete as it is. Not the case here as every surface feels
like it came out of a poly-bag. A single Mugen S1 bucket seat and SW wheel with horn pad are
joined by the brand's shifter and sport pedals. No complex navigation or Bluetooth system on
board as music in this picture-perfect interior is supplied by a period correct Alpine deck. If you
didn't have those 6 mint-colored keys on your audio head unit at that time then you were
coming up short. The CRX build could be referred to as a comeback, but it feels more like a
continuation of sorts. I reconnected with old friends and felt 'wanted' and 'missed'. There was
sort of a new spark. It's been a humbling feeling. It's surreal looking back to when I first started
and watching the evolution to what it's become today. I've never even attended a car meet until
earlier this year. After browsing and following more car-related social media pages and listening
and watching podcasts, vlogs, and blogs, I realized how much I've missed and it's actually a big

learning curve for me. Since getting the CRX, I've reconnected with old folks, made new friends
and it's been nothing short of an awesome experience in such a short amount of time. The
amount of love and welcome that I've received from folks has been humbling to say the least.
I've been approached directly and indirectly through DMs and PMs and it's great just talking
about my past, answering questions and helping out as much as I can by curating the next
generation. I wish I could have done more of that even when I wasn't active. It's so easy to get
caught up with social media that I want to encourage the positive aspects of it all and how to
use it to promote a positive community. We all know how social media can bring out the worst
in everyone and bring down a community, so I feel it's my responsibility to help educate and
facilitate positive action. It's the least I can do. Regarding his venture into the wild
RWD-converted, Vswapped drag Civicâ€”if you view that series of events as a failure, there's a
good chance you've never truly stuck your neck out for something outside of your comfort
zone. The risk taken went well beyond the financial turmoil that ensued. It's a scary space,
occupied by passionate movements and sometimes impulsive behavior but one that, if taken
entirely out of the equation, doesn't allow for a community to progress, whether you agree with
it or not. It doesn't lend itself to breaking pre-established stereotypes and certainly doesn't land
physics-challenged econobox FWD cars in second territory at a time when it was widely
determined that these cars would never muster more than a comedic scurry down a
domestic-dominated It was a different time then. Finding success with a build both on and off of
the track required far more effort than it does today and avenues of communication in the '90s
are considered ancient by today's digital standards. Junior has adapted to these modern,
"speed of light" interactions and seems to have found a comfortable slice of the modern tuning
era with his pristine throwback build â€”a project that undoubtedly helped him to make peace
with that wild industry ride that took place back in the 90s. And as more and more people find
him on social media and learn about his deep-rooted history in this industry, a certain level of
appreciation and respect has been garnered without Junior ever having asked for it. That didn't
come from his own shameless self-promotion or shoving his resume of high-level 2 and 4-wheel
builds in our faces, but rather his willingness to share his experience from the earliest days and
offer a bit of wisdomâ€”and the result of that is Junior Asprer getting his just due. Know your
roots. You all know exactly who you are. I appreciate the welcome, direction, education and
support after my long absence. I'm thankful for all that you have done to keep the car
community alive. Special thanks to my wife Michele and the kids for allowing me to relive a bit
of my pastime and Calvin Courtland for blessing me with this car. This would not have been
remotely possible. I hope I was able to fulfill your plans for this car. Thank you, Kali Nahaku, for
all the continued help and support. I couldn't have done this without you. And thank you,
Rodrez, for this opportunity to share a little bit of my story, history and showcasing my car.
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costs. It's not all that common, but sometimes a feature car like this B20 VTEC-swapped Honda
CRX truly stands the test of time and the builder's choice of customization remains relevant
several years later. For example, if you look back 15 years, many of the popular modifications of
that era might not sit so well with the modern crowd. To be fair, this car was actually built just a
few years ago but it was based entirely on Wayne Denman's original, well-known CRX from the
early s. That car, taken in an instant without his consent, was followed up with another build
prior to a very long hiatus from cars altogether, and eventually the reality of never being able to
fully enjoy his first CRX project prompted a return to form. To get an idea of where his roots

originate, you need to take a step back to the early s, at a time when internet capability and
usage weren't nearly what they are today. Nevertheless, the slow-moving information
superhighway still made a major impact on our community. At the time, a group of dedicated
enthusiasts in Hawaii under the Endless Garage banner began making a name for themselves.
Not the way that you see today, with strategic hashtags and share farming, but instead through
posting to heavily trafficked forums where the crew became unknowingly internet famous and
spawned copycat builds and a general influence in style that spread like wildfire. Like almost all
of the Hawaiian cars from the group at that time, it sat low and aggressive, confidently blurring
the lines between track, street and show carâ€”all the while partaking in all of the above on the
regular. The unique-colored CRX was powered by a B20 VTEC and less than two weeks after he
completed the car and had it tuned, it was goneâ€”a total loss after an accident that left Denman
considerably injured, but not willing to give up. That closure not only impacted Denman and his
friends, but the entire enthusiast community in Hawaii at a time when the region had become
well known for churning out some very memorable builds. Cars had been the focal point of his
life for years in Hawaii, but after the accident, the rebuild and the loss of the only available track
which served as the biggest motivating force on the island, Denman pulled away from the
automotive world entirely and focused on life in Oregon. The urge to build again just wasn't
there until unexpectedly, it was sparked, albeit lightly, by his best friend years later. He clearly
wanted me to start building cars again. A year hiatus from custom car building and word that a
pallet of parts and the engine from a project over a decade old don't instill a ton of confidence,
but after thinking it over, Denman felt he was up for the challenge. I never thoroughly got to
enjoy the car before I crashed it, so here was the opportunity to have it again. I went on the hunt
for the exact same model, a HF. I looked for months and eventually found one from a local shop.
His previous two builds were done under the watchful eye and helping hands of close friends at
Endless Garage, but that was a lifetime ago. This time he'd be solo and sentenced to handle
every aspect of the build in his one-car garage located over 2, miles away from his past build
network. Steadily, the parts collection grew, and the hours of labor increased as Denman took it
upon himself to cover the details that many would overlook. Stick your head inside the wheel
wells and you'll notice micro-sized stitch welds that carryover into the rear interior. Various
body mounts were also strengthened, and he built a custom cage that he just wasn't satisfied
with, so he cut it out and started over again. This time a Safety 21 bolt-in rollcage would serve
as the foundation while he welded-in custom dimple die gussetsâ€”the protective measure a
nod to the original Mocha build that was laced with an intricate rollcage which ultimately saved
his life during the accident. The rest of the interior offers a divide between hardcore street car
and track carâ€”something the Hawaiian-bred builder is all too familiar with. A Sparco Evo fixed
back seat is joined by a Sprint passenger bucket, both draped with Takata harnesses, while the
driver gets an OMP WRC steering wheel pushed closer to his face courtesy of checkerdsports
billet, extended hub and a shift knob now sits much higher thanks to a Fastline stalk. No digital
dash or extensive electronic lightshow, as much like Denman's grassroots style of the past, an
analog feel is all but mandatory. Other than the Omni Power factory replacement tach, the rest
of the dash and console are OEM Honda and the original carpet is still in place. Left and right,
the door panels are long gone as is any sign of factory plastics behind the abrupt end of the
factory molded carpet. In the rear rests the fuel cell mounted within the spare tire well just
below a shock tower bar, all surrounded by fresh Mocha paint. And, about that paint As
mentioned earlier, the color choice stems from his original CRX build, which at that time
featured a battleship grey interior. This time around the neutral hue made its way to every
square inch of the chassis, but without the help of a body shop. He adds, "I've never had any
professional body and paint training before. I picked up any skills from experience helping out
my uncle and friends. There was always someone's car that needed work. Denman converted
his small garage into a makeshift paint booth, but with such limited space, was forced to spray
one side and let it dry, then turn the car around in order to allow enough room to spray the other
side. A time-consuming process with an incredible result that, if you weren't told beforehand,
would have you assuming a full-time body shop took care of the color change. Mugen door
caps and one-layer side skirts combined with a cut Wings West rear bumper make up the
majority of the aero updates while up front, a JDM conversion was completed with a FEEL's
front bumper that his friend Steve Kwan helped source through the JDM conduit known as
icbmatt. An ode to the original build, black, inch wheels were used once again but this time
around Work Meister S1, courtesy of his friend Shaun, are on duty up front. Though they were in
rough condition when they arrived from Hawaii, Denman turned to Cooper of cscustomizing for
a thorough restoration and that same muted black feel on the original Spoon wheels carries
over to the S1s with fresh powedercoat. Lightweight RPF1s in the same 15x7 sizing, trail in the
rear. Upon delivering the wheels, Cooper volunteered to lend a hand in building a custom

engine harness to help fire the exact B20 VTEC engine built way back in , though it was
freshened up since it hadn't been fired since its last few track passes in We see time and time
again, stories of builders cutting away from the automotive world to focus on other life events
and oftentimes make their way back to a project car. In many of those cases, it's a whole new
look and feel, as they do their best to adapt to the current atmosphere and try to find that magic
combination that once made itself known. For Denman, all that he knew and lived in those early
s with his close friends in Hawaii is oozing out of every homebuilt pore of this two-seater. That
the style and detail applied to this CRX lends itself to being as much a standout now as it was
almost 20 years ago isn't the story we're after. The fact that the builder's sole purpose in putting
in countless hours in a one-car garage to finish what he started almost two decades ago,
certainly is. Mingle within the digital confines of the Honda crowd's social media world and
you've undoubtedly seen August Cascade on a sticker or apparel piece. Wayne came up with
the nameâ€”which, in actuality, is a brandâ€”as a means to connect further with the community
he jumped back into with this build. I wanted something to coincide with the car and have
involvement with the automotive culture. If I wasn't able to do something with the CRX event
wise, etc. Instead, the feel is exclusive and really intended for those in the knowâ€”its maturity
very much in line with this veteran builder's style and outlook. Everyone has heard of the GT40
and GT. In what may be considered a look into the future, expands the 3D-printed marketplace
with its fashionable and functional set of carbon aero bits for the Ferrari F8 Tributo. Honda
Tuning features. View Photo Gallery 25 Photos. Hawaiian Honda History. Jumping Back into
Honda building. August Cascade. Honda Tuning. By Rodrez. Japanese European Domestic. Bob
Hernandez â€” Feb 22, Rodrez â€” Feb 19, The Legend of the high-revving Honda S Roadster.
Nick Yekikian â€” Feb 18, Christian Seabaugh â€” Feb 17, Rodrez â€” Feb 17, Super Street
Newsletter Sign Up. Email: Required. Zip Code:. Yes â€” I prefer to receive offers and
promotions from Super Street Online. Yes â€” I prefer to receive occasional updates with
special offers from carefully selected third party partners of Super Street Online. By subscribing
you agree to the terms and conditions of our terms of use. Sponsored Links. Make Model Year
Search. Related Articles Honda Tuning features. But does the CRX ownership experience live
up to the hype? A couple of years back, I finally found an excuse to satiate my CRX curiosity
when my workplace unexpectedly moved to fully 40 miles from my Los Angeles home. But I
knew I wanted the more stylish and sophisticated second-generation version , with 4-wheel
double-wishbone suspension. As my commute featured both stop-go L. It had , miles â€” low
for a year-old car that can top , miles if treated right. The catch with CRXs can be mechanical
and aesthetic issues resulting from questionable mods by amateur tuners. Other than wear
items and an aftermarket stereo, it was all original and everything worked. My newly-acquired
ride was filthy and had rust spots from sprinklers, having been parked for years on the street.
But driving it home from the Inland Empire that day beneath a setting desert sun lived up to all
my expectations of nimble, unpretentious fun. In a year of daily driving, my CRX always started
the first time and had zero mechanical issues. I did have to immediately install air conditioning
originally a dealer-installed option. AC is crucial during the triple-digit summers in my area of
Southern California. Instead, U. CRXs get a folding shelf, which I soon dispensed with to
maximize cargo space. To my amazement, with some muscle and struggle, the CRX could
accommodate even the giant bass speaker cabinet my work requires â€” a fridge-like box
measuring 50x28x28 inches â€” through its rear hatch. I could literally lock my left leg straight
while driving! It boasted just 92 hp from a 1,cc SOHC valve mill. But weighing only around 2, lbs
about two-thirds the curb weight of a current Honda Civic , it never felt sluggish, even with the
4-speed automatic. The manual rack and pinion ste
cherokee rodeo
2004 chrysler sebring 27 firing order
visual schematic
ering proved laborious when maneuvering. It almost ruled out parallel parking in tight spots,
but was wonderfully responsive on the road. The plus mpg claims bandied about for the CRX
are based on its truly spartan, stick-shift-only HF model. Although some later U. However, it
earned very decent frontal crash test ratings at the time. A delivery truck actually reversed into
mine while it was parked on the street one time. This perceived safety element, combined with
the awkwardness of loading large equipment over the lip of the hatchback, caused me to revert
to an SUV after a year of CRX ownership. My savings on pricey L. So the car quite literally paid
for itself. The reality of owning a vintage Honda CRX was an invigorating driving experience and
major savings at the pump. But I concluded that it has rightly earned semi-legendary status,
which will likely only elevate as its remaining numbers diminish. A transplanted Brit living in L.
Skip to content. Driven: Subaru Outback [Review].

